Things to Avoid While Writing A Dissertation

Writing the dissertation is a complicated and lengthy process that has to be completed in many steps. Dissertation which many people also refer to as a thesis is a form of academic writing that is based on the novel research of the author and is much longer as compared to other pieces of academic writings to Write my essay.

A dissertation is often ten to twenty thousand words long and in some cases, the final draft may even exceed this limit. The topic on which the dissertation is written by the essay writer is either assigned by the department or the student chooses the topic himself or herself. However, the topics need to be innovative and relevant to the field of study of a student.

Unlike smaller forms of essays, a dissertation generally has many parts that may include an introduction, literature overview, background, research methodology, analysis, results, discussions, and conclusions. The final parts included in any dissertation depend upon the requirements of the institute and the demand of the research.
A dissertation is about novel research, is lengthy, and is based on independent research-based tasks. Additionally, dissertations are generally the final task of an undergraduate program which ultimately leads a student to his or her professional life. Therefore, dissertations are given utmost importance in universities. An essay writing service can also help students in this regard. Nonetheless, students need to be very careful while composing a dissertation.

There are some common mistakes that students make while writing a dissertation. A dissertation if not written correctly makes the research look faulty even if it is unique and most scientifically accurate. However, before getting to know the issues that need to be avoided while creating a dissertation, students must know the basics of dissertation writing that are presented below.

**Dissertation structure**

First things first, the most important thing about an essay, research paper, and dissertation is to get the structure right. A structurally inaccurate essay or dissertation is not only difficult to read but impossible to understand too. The organization of a dissertation is as follows:

1. Title Page.
2. Acknowledgment/ Credits.
4. Table of contents, list of figures/tables.
5. Introduction of Topic (including the problem statement, scope, and objective of the research presented in the dissertation).
6. Background Study or Literature review (a brief introduction of all the relevant sources and their contribution to literature).
7. Research Methodology.
8. Analysis (statistical analysis, simulation-based analysis, or any other form of analysis relevant to the field of study).
9. Results.
10. Discussion (a detailed discussion of how results are interpreted and what are the implications of the research).
11. Conclusion and Future recommendations (brief discussion on the contribution of the author to the body of literature, results achieved in the research, and future options to expand the research further).
12. Reference list (a correctly formatted reference list with all the sources used in the research cited according to the format recommended by the authorities).
13. Appendix

**Things to Avoid While Writing a Dissertation**

In the following sections, some of the common mistakes that students make when they are writing a dissertation are discussed. These are the mistakes that when I avoid while I write my paper make the paper exemplary and take its quality up a notch.

**Wrong structural arrangement**

Structuring the dissertation wrongly results in poor grades and makes the readers confused. Hence, the topmost priority while writing a dissertation is to follow the correct structure as discussed above.

**Inadequate research**

Research forms the basis of any form of academic writing. When students do not research enough they end up committing irreversible mistakes like selecting the wrong topic and getting exposed to a variety of ideas that confuse the author, and eventually, this confusion is translated into the dissertation. An author that does not carry out enough background research can not become competent enough to back the arguments made in a paper or research carried out from all the possible angles.
Henceforth, the first mistake that shall be avoided while undergoing the process of writing a dissertation is insufficient research. Research extensively, collect relevant sources, skim throughout the shortlisted sources again and again, and get a deep insight into relevant research reported in the literature to add the credibility, novelty, and authenticity in the dissertation.

**Wrong selection of topic**

Topic selection is the essence of a good dissertation. Choosing a topic that is too general leads to confusion for the reader. Also, a topic too complex or with little to no background research becomes too difficult to handle. Both of these forms of topics make it hard for the audience to stay connected to a dissertation. Additionally, do not fall prey to choosing a complicated topic to impress the instructors. Choose a topic wisely, neither too complicated nor a very simple and general one. Select the relatively new topic and up to date however, is not completely unknown and has some background knowledge available in the literature. Also, stay true to your interests and never underestimate your personal preferences.

**Plagiarism**

A dissertation needs to be based on the original work of the author. Henceforth, plagiarism is highly despised in dissertation writing. Conduct thorough research, carry out innovative experimentations and report them in your dissertation. Anything that needs to be discussed in the dissertation and belongs to another researcher must be cited with the help of correct formatting. Hence, the dissertation must be free of plagiarized work.

**Lack of Proofreading and Editing**

Ponce, the dissertation has been completed, one must proofread it for errors and edit as required. A dissertation that has not been proofread often contains plenty of grammatical, spelling, and compositional mistakes that dissertation writers could have been avoided with a simple task or proofreading. No matter how good a writer is, there are always some chances of error and hence, proofreading shall not be considered useless. Conclusively, avoid submitting any dissertation before proofreading it.

**Other Useful Resources**
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